
Air Cleaners

Air Filters

PowerCore® An industry-changing air filtration system, PowerCore 

systems are more compact at a given performance level than

standard pleated filters, and are used under the hood in on-road trucks

and in many off-road applications.

Donaldson Blue® air filters offer the best technology for improved 

efficiency and enhanced engine and equipment protection. Users will also 

benefit from reduced maintenance costs and increased equipment uptime.

Donaldson air filters deliver superior protection for heavy-duty off-road 

and on-road equipment with a full line of premium filters, including those 

with PowerCore® filtration technology.

Donaldson Competitive Fit filters are manufactured as high-performing 

replacement filters for other manufacturers’ air intake systems. 

PowerPleat™ This lightweight, plastic two-stage air cleaner provides a 

flexible solution for a wide variety of applications, from lawn maintenance 

equipment to heavy-duty excavators.

RadialSeal™ We pioneered RadialSeal technology for air filtration

more than 20 years ago, when we created a superior seal and vibration-

resistant interface between the air cleaner and filter. 

Axial Seal A traditional air cleaner workhorse, axial seal systems are still 

prevalent on job sites and in on-road functions. An axial seal relies on 

compression, usually a wing nut or latched cover, to form an air-tight seal.

Axial 
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RadialSeal™ ilter seals

RadialSeal filters provide a  

tight critical seal that also  

slip easily on and off the outlet  

tube during installation and service. 

This design eliminates the separate  

gaskets used with metal end cap filters. 

Axial ilter seals

Strong, pliable gasket ensures a  

leak-free seal when properly installed. 

The gasket won’t harden or deteriorate 

over the useful life of the filter.

Straight-through air low

PowerCore® air filters feature patented 

straight-through air flow that allows for 

reduced filter size and increased dust 

and soot holding capacity in a non-metal 

construction.

Unique shapes

PowerCore® air filters come in a 

wide range of sizes and shapes, 

including these panel filters 

that fit in tight under-the-hood 

applications.

Pleatloc™ media spacing 

Ensures uniform pleat spacing, keeps 

filter media from bunching during 

operation and promotes longer filter 

service life. 

Technological advancements add up to big performance advantages. 

Beading 

Applied to filter liners, 

beading is designed to 

stabilize the media and 

prevent pleat tip wear.

Heavy-duty liners

Corrosion resistant, 

coated steel liners 

support the filter media 

during operation and 

maximize airflow. 

Air Filter Features — Seals, Media, Beading, Liners
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